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Detection thresholds were measured for a sinusoidal modulation applied to the modulation depth of
a sinusoidally amplitude-modulated~SAM! white noise carrier as a function of the frequency of the
modulation applied to the modulation depth~referred to asf m8 !. The SAM noise acted therefore as
a ‘‘carrier’’ stimulus of frequencyf m , and sinusoidal modulation of the SAM-noise modulation
depth generated two additional components in the modulation spectrum:f m2 f m8 and f m1 f m8 . The
tracking variable was the modulation depth of the sinusoidal variation applied to the ‘‘carrier’’
modulation depth. The resulting ‘‘second-order’’ temporal modulation transfer functions~TMTFs!
measured on four listeners for ‘‘carrier’’ modulation frequenciesf m of 16, 64, and 256 Hz display
a low-pass segment followed by a plateau. This indicates that sensitivity to fluctuations in the
strength of amplitude modulation is best for fluctuation ratesf m8 below about 2–4 Hz when using
broadband noise carriers. Measurements of masked modulation detection thresholds for the lower
and upper modulation sideband suggest that this capacity is possibly related to the detection of a
beat in the sound’s temporal envelope. The results appear qualitatively consistent with the
predictions of an envelope detector model consisting of a low-pass filtering stage followed by a
decision stage. Unlike listeners’ performance, a modulation filterbank model using Q values>2
should predict that second-order modulation detection thresholds should decrease at high values of
f m8 due to the spectral resolution of the modulation sidebands~in the modulation domain!. This
suggests that, if such modulation filters do exist, their selectivity is poor. In the latter case, the Q
value of modulation filters would have to be less than 2. This estimate of modulation filter
selectivity is consistent with the results of a previous study using a modulation-masking paradigm
@S. D. Ewert and T. Dau, J. Acoust. Soc. Am.108, 1181–1196~2000!#. © 2001 Acoustical Society
of America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1383295#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The characteristics of the temporal envelope of acou
stimuli may play a crucial role in sound identification. Se
sitivity to the temporal envelope is traditionally assessed
measuring a temporal modulation transfer function~TMTF!,
which displays the ability of listeners to detect sinusoid
amplitude modulation~SAM! as a function of the frequenc
of that modulation~Viemeister, 1977, 1979!. Empirically,
TMTFs are obtained by measuring the modulation depthm,
necessary to just detect the modulation of a SAM carrier a
function of the modulation frequency,f m . Usually, TMTFs
are measured with broadband noise carriers so as to prec
the use of spectral cues, since the modulation of broadb
noise does not affect its~flat! long-term power spectrum
Such TMTFs are generally low pass in shape: Sensitivity
SAM is relatively independent of modulation frequency
to 50–60 Hz, and decreases progressively at higher mod
tion frequencies~e.g., Rodenburg, 1977; Viemeister, 197
1979; Bacon and Viemeister, 1985!.

A traditional model used to account for the characte
tics of these TMTFs is the ‘‘linear envelope detector mode
This model assumes that the temporal envelope of the sti
is smoothed by a single~first-order! low-pass filter operating
at a central~postcochlear! level ~Viemeister, 1979; Forres

a!Electronic mail: christian.lorenzi@psycho.univ-paris5.fr
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and Green, 1987; Strickland and Viemeister, 1996; Lore
et al., 1999!. Amplitude fluctuations faster than the cuto
frequency of this low-pass filter~estimated to be about 60–
150 Hz! are attenuated, and this may explain why SAM d
tection thresholds increase at high modulation frequenc
The results of adaptation and masking experiments p
formed with amplitude-modulated sounds~e.g., Kay and
Matthews, 1972; Green, 1976; Green and Kay, 1974; Tan
and Suffield, 1983; Houtgast, 1989; Bacon and Granth
1989; Yostet al., 1989; Dauet al., 1997a, b, 1999! have,
however, suggested an alternative model, the so-ca
‘‘modulation filterbank,’’ in which modulation filters, each
tuned to a given modulation frequency, decompose the t
poral envelope of sounds at a central level. In this approa
modulation at a given frequency is assumed to be dete
by monitoring the output of a modulation filter tuned close
that frequency~e.g., Lorenziet al., 1995!. In recent imple-
mentations of the modulation filterbank~Dauet al., 1997a, b,
1999; Ewert and Dau, 2000!, the bandwidth of modulation
filters is assumed to increase with increasing center mod
tion frequency. The Q value of such filters was initially a
sumed to be equal to 2 for center modulation frequenc
above 10 Hz~Dau et al., 1997a, b, 1999!. However, in a
more recent implementation of the modulation filterbank,
Q value of such filters is assumed to be equal to 1 for ce
modulation frequencies up to 64 Hz~Ewert and Dau, 2000!.
110(2)/1030/9/$18.00 © 2001 Acoustical Society of America
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For a broadband noise carrier, the power of the intrinsic r
dom fluctuations in the noise carrier appearing at the ou
of a modulation filter will therefore increase with increasi
filter bandwidth~that is, with increasing filter center modu
lation frequency!. The masking effect produced by these i
trinsic random fluctuations will increase at high modulati
frequencies, and this may explain why SAM detecti
thresholds degrade at high modulation frequencies~Dau
et al., 1997a, b, 1999!. To date, the controversy regarding th
nature of the temporal processor~a modulation filterbank or
a linear envelope detector! still persists.

TMTFs measured with pure-tone carriers are quite d
ferent in shape~e.g., Zwicker, 1952; Viemeister, 1979; Fa
sel, 1994; Dau, 1996; Kohlrauschet al., 2000!. For a 5-kHz
pure-tone carrier, SAM detection thresholds are constant
tween about 10–100 Hz. They increase in the range 1
400 Hz at a rate of 3–4 dB/oct. Finally, detection thresho
decrease abruptly above about 400 Hz~Dau, 1996; Kohl-
rauschet al., 2000!. The modulation frequency at which th
rolloff occurs increases with the carrier frequency~Fassel
and Pu¨schel, 1993; Fassel, 1994; Dau, 1996; Kohlraus
et al., 2000!. The high-frequency region of these TMTFs c
be understood easily on the basis of the auditory filter b
model ~Fletcher, 1940; Patterson, 1976!: ~1! At high modu-
lation frequencies, the sidebands of the modulated signa
spectrally resolved. Instead of basing decisions on the am
tude fluctuations, subjects listen to additional tones.~2!
Tone-on-tone experiments~Dau, 1996; Kohlrauschet al.,
2000! also show that, at high modulation frequencies, SA
detection thresholds are determined by the masked thres
of the spectrally resolved lower sideband.~3! Finally, the
progressive broadening of auditory filter bandwidths at h
~audio! frequencies explains why the modulation frequen
at which the rolloff occurs increases with the carr
frequency.

Thus, the characteristics of TMTFs measured with pu
tone carriers indirectly support the existence of a limit
spectral decomposition of complex sounds within a bank
channels~the auditory filterbank!. With this idea in mind, we
suggest to test the existence of filters in the modulation
main by measuring ‘‘second-order’’ amplitude modulati
detection thresholds, that is detection thresholds of a s
soidal modulation applied to the modulation depth of a SA
white noise carrier~instead of unmodulated white noise
pure-tone carriers!. The tracking variable would be th
modulation depth of the sinusoidal variation applied to
modulation depth of the SAM noise. The effects of applyi
sinusoidal modulation to the depth of a SAM noise are illu
trated in Fig. 1. In the top panel, the left signal correspon
to the waveform of a white noise sinusoidally amplitu
modulated at a modulation frequencyf m of 16 Hz, with a
constant modulation depthm of 50%. The right signal also
corresponds to the waveform of a white noise sinusoid
amplitude modulated atf m516 Hz; however, sinusoida
modulation has been applied to its modulation depthm at a
frequencyf m8 of 8 Hz, with a modulation depthm8 of 50%.
The cyclic variation in modulation depth produces a bea
its temporal envelope at a slow rate equal tof m8 . The bottom
panel of Fig. 1 shows the modulation spectra of the no
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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with first-order ~solid line! and second-order~dotted line!
SAM ~the modulation spectra are calculated for only o
realization of the noise carrier!. As expected, sinusoida
modulation applied to the modulation depth of a SAM no
carrier generates sidebands atf m2 f m8 and f m1 f m8 in the
modulation spectrum of the ‘‘second-order’’ SAM noise.

By analogy with the results obtained with TMTFs me
sured with pure-tone carriers, the modulation filterba
model should therefore predict the following.~1! Second-
order SAM detection thresholds should decrease at h
second-order modulation frequenciesf m8 ~because modula
tion sidebands should be spectrally resolved at high seco
order modulation frequencies if modulation filters arenar-
rowly tuned!. ~2! Knowing that low SAM components ar
better detected than high ones~as a consequence of bett
modulation tuning to low modulation center frequencie!,
second-order SAM detection thresholds should be de
mined by the masked threshold of the resolved lower mo
lation sideband@masking being considered in the modulatio
domain, since previous studies~e.g., Bacon and Grantham

FIG. 1. Top panel, left signal: Waveform of a white noise with first-ord
SAM ~f m516 Hz, m50.5!. Top panel, right signal: Waveform of a white
noise with second-order SAM~f m516 Hz, f m8 58 Hz, m5m850.5!. Bot-
tom panel: Modulation spectra of the noises with first-order~continuous
line! and second-order~dotted line! SAM.
1031Lorenzi et al.: Second-order TMTFs
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1989; Houtgast, 1989! have shown that the detectability o
SAM is generally degraded when a masking SAM is adde#.
~3! The second-order modulation frequency at which
rolloff should occur in the second-order TMTF should i
crease with increasing ‘‘carrier’’ modulation frequency,f m

~because of the progressive broadening of modulation fil
at high center modulation frequencies!. By contrast, the lin-
ear envelope detector model—a sluggish mechanism
smoothes fast fluctuations—should predict that detectab
of second-order SAM should degrade at high second-o
modulation frequencies. A very similar method was used
Rees and Kay~1985! to test the hypothesis of selective cha
nels in the frequency-modulation domain.

The present study reports second-order TMTFs m
sured at various ‘‘carrier’’ modulation frequencies in norm
hearing listeners. First-order TMTFs and masked modula
detection thresholds were also collected to evaluate the
tent to which second-order modulation sensitivity relates
first-order modulation sensitivity, modulation masking, a
envelope beat detection. The empirical results are finally
cussed in light of the modulation filterbank and linear en
lope detector models.

II. METHOD

A. Listeners

Four listeners with normal hearing~mean age520 years;
s.d.51 year!, CS, TV, SA, and SR, participated in the expe
ments.

B. Stimuli and procedures

All psychophysical experiments were controlled by
PC-compatible computer. All stimuli were generated usin
16-bit D/A converter at a sampling frequency of 44.1 kH
and were delivered binaurally~i.e., diotically! via Sennheiser
HD 565 earphones. Statistically independent realization
the white noise were used in all experiments~i.e., within and
between trials!. Listeners were tested individually in
soundproof booth. In each task, the standard and ta
stimuli were presented at 75 dB SPL. Both the standard
target stimuli had a 2-s duration including 25-ms rise/f
times shaped using a raised-cosine function. The intersti
lus interval was 1 s.

1. First-order TMTFs

The listener’s task was to detect the presence of a S
applied to a white noise carrier. On each trial, a standard
a target stimulus were successively presented in random
der to the listener. The standard,S(t), consisted of a white
noisen(t). The target,T(t), consisted of a white noise ca
rier sinusoidally amplitude modulated at a given modulat
frequency. The expression describing the target was

T~ t !5c@11m sin~2p f mt1fm!#n~ t !, ~1!

where m is the modulation depth (0<m<1), f m is the
modulation frequency~f m was 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, or 25
Hz!, andfm is the starting phase of the modulation, rando
ized on each interval. The termc is a multiplicative compen-
sation term ~Viemeister, 1979! set such that the overa
1032 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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power was the same in all intervals. The expression forc is
given as follows:

c5@11m2/2#20.5. ~2!

The SAM detection thresholds were obtained using an ad
tive two-interval, two-alternative forced-choice~2I, 2AFC!
procedure with a two-down, one-up stepping rule that e
mates the modulation depth,m, necessary for 70.7% correc
detection. The listener’s task was to identify the interval co
taining the modulation. Visual feedback about the corr
interval was given after each trial. The step size ofm varia-
tion corresponded initially to a factor of 1.585@4 dB in deci-
bels (20 logm)#; it was reduced to 1.26~2 dB! after the first
two reversals. The mean of the last 10 reversals in a bloc
16 reversals was taken as the threshold estimate for
block ~in %!. For each listener and each modulation fr
quency, thresholds presented here are based upon three
mates. The worst threshold that can be measured corresp
to a modulation depth of 1~100% modulated noise!. The
closer to 0 the value ofm, the better the detection threshol

2. Second-order TMTFs

The listener’s task was to detect the presence of a s
soidal modulation applied to the modulation depth of a SA
white noise carrier. On each trial, a standard and a ta
stimulus were successively presented in random order to
listener. The standard,S(t), consisted of a white noisen(t)
sinusoidally amplitude modulated at a given modulation f
quency f m , with a fixed modulation depthm of 50% (m
50.5). The expression describing the standard was

S~ t !5@11m sin~2p f mt1fm!#n~ t ! ~3!

where fm represents the starting phase of the modulati
randomized on each interval. The target,T(t), consisted of a
white noise sinusoidally amplitude modulated at a giv
modulation frequencyf m . Modulation depth was sinusoi
dally amplitude modulated at a given modulation frequen
f m8 . The expression describing the target was

T~ t !5†11@0.51m8 sin~2p f m8 t1fm8 !#

3 sin~2p f mt1fm8 !‡n~ t !, ~4!

where m8 is the modulation depth of modulation-dep
variation (0<m8<0.5), f m8 is the frequency of modulation
depth variation, andfm8 represents the starting phase
modulations, randomized on each interval. The ove
power was the same in all intervals.f m ~the ‘‘carrier’’ modu-
lation frequency! was 16, 64, or 256 Hz.f m8 ~the ‘‘second-
order’’ modulation frequency! was 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 11
Hz when f m was 16 Hz; 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 16, 23, 32, or 45 H
when f m was 64 Hz; and 3, 8, 23, 32, 45, 64, 90, 128, or 1
Hz when f m was 256 Hz.

Second-order SAM detection thresholds were obtain
using an adaptive 2I, 2AFC procedure with a two-dow
one-up stepping rule that estimates the second-order m
lation depth,m8, necessary for 70.7% correct detection. T
listener’s task was to identify the interval containing t
modulation of modulation. Visual feedback about the correc
interval was given after each trial. The step size ofm8 varia-
Lorenzi et al.: Second-order TMTFs
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FIG. 2. Individual data for the four lis-
teners. In each panel, the second-ord
TMTFs measured for f m516 Hz
~solid lines with unfilled circles!, f m

564 Hz ~solid lines with gray
squares!, and f m5256 Hz ~solid lines
with black triangles! are plotted along
with the first-order TMTF~dotted lines
with stars!. In the case of second-orde
TMTFs, the ordinate indicates second
order modulation depth at threshol
m8, and the abscissa representsf m8 ; in
the case of first-order TMTFs, the or
dinate indicates first-order modulatio
depth at thresholdm, and the abscissa
representsf m . In both cases, modula-
tion depth at threshold is expressed
linear units, and plotted on a logarith
mic scale.
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tion corresponded initially to a factor of 1.585@4 dB in deci-
bels (20 logm8)#; this factor was reduced to 1.26~2 dB! after
the first two reversals. The mean of the last 10 reversals
block of 16 reversals was taken as the threshold estimate
that block~in %!. For each listener and experimental con
tion, thresholds presented here are based upon three
mates. The worst threshold that can be measured corresp
to a modulation depthm8 of 0.5. The closer to 0 the value o
m8, the better the detection threshold.

3. Masked modulation detection thresholds

The third task was based on a classical ‘‘modulat
masking’’ paradigm. On each trial, a standard and a ta
stimulus were successively presented in random order to
listener. The standard consisted of a white noisen(t) sinu-
soidally amplitude modulated at the masker frequency. T
expression describing the standard~i.e., the masker alone!
was

S~ t !5c@11mmaskcos~2p f maskt !#n~ t !, ~5!

wheremmask is the modulation depth of the masker, fixed
0.5, f mask is the masker modulation frequency, andc is a
multiplicative compensation term defined below.f mask was
fixed at 64 Hz. The target consisted of white noise car
n(t) amplitude modulated by the sum of two sinusoid
modulators, the signal and the masker modulators. The
pression describing the target~i.e., the signal-plus-maske
waveform! was

T~ t !5c@11mmaskcos~2p f maskt !

1msigcos~2p f sigt !#n~ t !, ~6!

wheremsig is the modulation depth of the signal andf sig is
the signal modulation frequency. The masker and signal w
in phase. The frequencyf sig was 32, 56, 61, 67, 72, or 96 H
~the absolute spectral distance between signal and ma
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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modulations was therefore of 3, 8, or 32 Hz, the sign
modulation frequency being either below or above t
masker modulation frequency!. The termc is a compensation
factor ~Bacon and Grantham, 1989! set such that the overa
power was the same in all intervals. The expression forc is
given as follows:

c5@11~mmask
2 1msig

2 12mmaskmsig!/2#20.5. ~7!

Masked modulation detection thresholds were obtain
using an adaptive 2I, 2AFC procedure with a two-dow
one-up stepping rule that estimates the signal modula
depth,msig, necessary for 70.7% correct detection. The l
tener’s task was to choose the interval containing the sig
modulation. Visual feedback as to the correct interval w
given after each trial. The step size ofmsig variation corre-
sponded initially to a factor of 1.585~4 dB!; this factor was
reduced to 1.26~2 dB! after the first two reversals. The mea
of the last 10 reversals in a block of 16 reversals was ta
as the threshold estimate for that block~in %!. For each
listener and experimental condition, thresholds presen
here are based upon three estimates. The worst threshold
can be measured corresponds to a modulation depth of
The closer to 0 the value ofmsig, the better the detection
threshold.

III. RESULTS

A. First- and second-order TMTFs

Individual and mean data for the four listeners a
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. In each figure and e
panel, the second-order TMTFs measured forf m516 Hz
~solid lines with unfilled circles!, f m564 Hz ~solid lines with
gray squares!, and f m5256 Hz ~solid lines with black tri-
angles! are plotted along with the first-order TMTF~dotted
lines with stars!. In the case of second-order TMTFs, th
1033Lorenzi et al.: Second-order TMTFs
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ordinate indicates second-order modulation depth at thr
old m8, and the abscissa representsf m8 ; in the case of first-
order TMTFs, the ordinate indicates first-order modulat
depth at thresholdm, and the abscissa representsf m . In Figs.
2 and 3, the left ordinate shows detection thresholds
pressed in linear units (100•m) and plotted on a logarithmic
scale; in Fig. 3~mean data!, the right ordinate shows detec
tion thresholds expressed on a decibel scale (20 logm), fre-
quently used in previous studies. In agreement with previ
studies~e.g., Viemeister, 1979; Bacon and Viemeister, 198!,
first-order TMTFs display a typical low-pass characteris
~Fig. 3!. Sensitivity is reduced by about 3 dB~in 20 logm! at
f m564 Hz; from this frequency, sensitivity decreases a
rate of about 3 dB/oct. For each ‘‘carrier’’ modulation fre
quency f m , second-order TMTFs display a low-pass se
ment: For the lowest second-order modulation frequen
f m8 , sensitivity to second-order modulation remains const
up to 2 Hz whenf m516 Hz, and up to 4 Hz whenf m

564 Hz; from these frequencies, sensitivity decreases w
increasingf m8 . Whenf m5256 Hz, sensitivity decreases from
3 Hz ~the lowest value off m8 tested for this ‘‘carrier’’ modu-
lation frequency!. The rate of decrease estimated on the lo
pass segment of the second-order TMTFs decreases whe
‘‘carrier’’ modulation frequencyf m increases: It is about 6
dB ~in 20 logm8! per octave whenf m516 Hz, 4 dB/oct when
f m564 Hz, and 3 dB/oct whenf m5256 Hz. Overall, the
low-pass segment seems to be followed by a plateau: Ab
a given value off m8 ~of about f m/3 or f m/4!, sensitivity re-
mains relatively constant. However, individual second-or
TMTFs ~e.g., listeners CS and SR! show a noticeable notch
~i.e., a loss of sensitivity! when f m8 is slightly below f m/2
~this is especially noticeable whenf m516 Hz!. Figures 2 and
3 also show that sensitivity measured for second-or
modulation frequencies between 3–6 Hz increases whenf m

increases from 16 to 64 Hz. However, overall sensitivity
second-order modulation degrades considerably forf m

5256 Hz. First-order TMTFs show that modulation dete
tion at 256 Hz is reduced by 9 dB compared to modulat
detection at 16 Hz, and by 5 dB compared to modulat
detection at 64 Hz. Nevertheless, the ‘‘carrier’’ modulati
remains highly audible forf m5256 Hz, the detection thresh

FIG. 3. Mean data for the four listeners. See Fig. 2 for legend details.
left ordinate shows modulation depth at threshold expressed in linear
(100•m), and plotted on a logarithmic scale. The right ordinate sho
modulation depth at threshold expressed on a decibel scale (20 logm).
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old being about 10%. This suggests that the audibility of
‘‘carrier’’ modulation is not responsible for the overall dro
in sensitivity to second-order modulation whenf m

5256 Hz.
To assess the statistical significance of the difference

second-order modulation detection thresholds, a repe
measure analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was conducted with
factors f m and f m8 . The analysis showed significant ma
effects of f m @F(2,6)5262.8, p,0.000 01# and f m8
@F(8,24)523.3,p,0.000 01#, and significant interaction be
tween f m and f m8 @F(16,48)59.6, p,0.000 01#. Post-hoc
tests ~LSD! showed that, whenf m516 Hz, second-order
modulation detection thresholds measured atf m8 52 Hz were
not significantly different from those measured atf m8
51 Hz (p50.84), but they were significantly lower tha
those measured atf m8 55 Hz (p,0.05); the analysis also
showed that thresholds measured forf m8 55, 6, 7, 8, and 11
Hz were not significantly different from each other (p
.0.60). Similar patterns of results were obtained forf m

564 and 256 Hz, indicating that sensitivity degraded fro
f m8 54 Hz when f m564 Hz, and fromf m8 53 Hz when f m

5256 Hz. Post-hoc tests also showed that second-ord
modulation detection thresholds measured forf m8 54 Hz
were significantly lower whenf m564 Hz than whenf m

516 Hz (p,0.05); however, detection thresholds measu
for f m8 53 or 6 Hz were not significantly different whenf m

516 or 64 Hz. Finally, the analysis showed that detect
thresholds measured forf m8 53 or 8 Hz were significantly
higher whenf m5256 Hz than whenf m516 or 64 Hz (p
,0.05).

B. Masked modulation detection thresholds

A modulation masking experiment was performed to
vestigate the extent to which each modulation sideband~of
frequency f m2 f m8 and f m1 f m8 ! contributes to the second
order modulation detection threshold. This experimen
paradigm corresponds to a transposition of that used
Kohlrauschet al. ~2000! to the temporal-envelope domain
The masked modulation detection thresholds of the low
and the upper modulation sideband were measured s
rately in the presence of the ‘‘carrier’’ modulation acting
masker. Here, masker modulation frequency was fixed a
Hz. Measurement was performed as a function of the ab
lute spectral distanceD f ~in the modulation spectrum! be-
tween the sideband and the carrier~D f 5u f mask2 f sigu; D f
was 3, 8, or 32 Hz!. Figure 4 shows the individual maske
modulation detection thresholds plotted along with seco
order modulation detection thresholds measured for a ‘‘c
rier’’ modulation frequencyf m of 64 Hz. In the case of
second-order TMTFs, the left and right ordinates indic
second-order modulation depth at thresholdm8, and the ab-
scissa representsf m8 ; in the case of masked modulatio
thresholds, the left and right ordinates indicate signal mo
lation depth at thresholdmsig, and the abscissa represents t
absolute spectral distance between signal and masker m
lation frequencies,D f . The left ordinate shows detectio
thresholds expressed in linear units~100•msig or 100•m8!
and plotted on a logarithmic scale, while the right ordina

e
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s
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FIG. 4. Individual masked modulation
detection thresholds~dotted lines with
unfilled triangles! plotted along with
second-order modulation detectio
thresholds measured forf m564 Hz
~solid lines with gray squares!. In the
case of second-order modulatio
thresholds, modulation depth a
threshold (m8) was transformed into
modulation depth per sideband relativ
to the ‘‘modulation’’ carrier depth by
subtracting 6 dB from 20 logm8. Tri-
angles and inverted triangles represe
masked detection thresholds for th
upper and lower modulation sideband
respectively.
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shows detection thresholds expressed on a decibel s
(20 logmsig or 20 logm8!. Triangles and inverted triangle
represent masked detection thresholds for the upper
lower modulation sideband, respectively.

For a fully amplitude-modulated tone, the two sideban
are 6 dB attenuated relative to the carrier level. Therefore
the case of second-order modulation thresholds, the dep
the modulation sidebands relative to the ‘‘modulation’’ ca
rier depth can be derived by dividingm8 by a factor of 2~or
by subtracting 6 dB from 20 logm8!. In Fig. 4, modulation
depth at threshold (m8) was therefore transformed int
modulation depth per sideband relative to the ‘‘modulatio
carrier depth, which implies a26-dB vertical shift of the
second-order modulation detection data relative to the va
shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

For all listeners, masked modulation thresholds incre
as the sideband modulation frequency is moved above
below the ‘‘carrier’’ modulation frequencyf m . This contrasts
with previously reported modulation masking pattern
showing that modulation masking generally decreases as
modulation frequency is moved above or below the mas
modulation frequency~e.g., Bacon and Grantham, 198
Houtgast, 1989; Lorenziet al., 1997!. However, the spectra
distancesD f used in the present study are much smaller th
what was used in these classical modulation masking stud
This inverse pattern of masking suggests that listeners
able to detect ‘‘beats’’ in the temporal envelope, which co
sists of a cyclic variation in the modulation depth at a sl
rate f m8 . Similar effects have been reported by Strickland a
Viemeister~1996!, Sheft and Yost~1997!, and Mooreet al.
~1999!.

In order to reach the same modulation depth in a seco
order modulation and a single modulation-sideband stimu
the modulation depth per sideband for the latter has to b
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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dB higher than for the second-order modulation stimul
The observed threshold difference of nearly 6 dB betwe
these two conditions at small spectral distances can there
be taken as strong evidence that envelope beat was the
tection cue.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

In summary, the data show the following.

~1! For each ‘‘carrier’’ modulation frequency, second-ord
modulation detection thresholds measured with a bro
band noise carrier are lowest for~second-order! modula-
tion frequencies below about 2–4 Hz; above 2–4 H
they generally increase with second-order modulat
frequency up to a given second-order modulation f
quency; above this frequency, second-order modula
thresholds remain roughly constant.

~2! Second-order modulation detection thresholds measu
for low second-order modulation frequencies decre
when the ‘‘carrier’’ modulation increases from 16 to 6
Hz. However, they increase when the ‘‘carrier’’ modul
tion frequency increases to 256 Hz.

~3! Second-order modulation detection thresholds mirror
masked modulation detection thresholds of the lower a
the upper modulation sidebands.

In the present experiments, the relative phase of seco
order and ‘‘carrier’’ modulations was fixed@cf. Eq. ~4!# be-
cause changes in relative phase affect modulation detect
ity ~i! when modulations are harmonically related~e.g.,
Strickland and Viemeister, 1996; Lorenziet al., 1999!, and
( i i ) when modulation depths are high~i.e., when modula-
1035Lorenzi et al.: Second-order TMTFs
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tions are highly detectable; Moore and Sek, 2000!. This may
explain why noticeable notches or rebounds were obse
in the second-order TMTFs whenf m8 was close tof m/2. ~This
was especially noticeable whenf m516 Hz.! Such local
changes in detection threshold may therefore be due to
choice of a specific phase relationship between carrier
sidebands modulations. Further investigation of phase eff
may help to clarify this issue.

At first sight, the results appear qualitatively~i! consis-
tent with theoretical predictions of a linear envelope detec
model consisting of a low-pass filtering stage and a decis
stage, and (i i ) inconsistent with predictions of a modulatio
filterbank model using narrowly tuned filters. Neverthele
the current results seem consistent with predictions o
modulation filterbank model usingbroadly tuned filters. The
latter point was studied by implementing a simplified vers
of the modulation filterbank model described by Dauet al.
~1999! and Ewert and Dau~2000! consisting of three succes
sive processing stages:~1! a half-wave rectifier,~2! a low-
pass filter~first-order Butterworth! with a 3-dB cutoff fre-
quency of 500 Hz, and~3! an array of overlapping linea
bandpass filters~Dau et al., 1996, 1997a, b! whose center
frequencies range between 2 and 512 Hz. Center frequen
are spaced on a logarithmic scale from 2 to 512 Hz, a
filters’ density is set to 5 filters/oct. Filter bandwidths i
crease logarithmically over the whole range of center f
quencies with constant Q values of 1, 2, or 4. Thechange
produced by second-order modulation in the output of
modulation filter tuned to the lower sideband modulation f
quency was calculated by subtracting the excitation evo
by the target to that evoked by the standard in this filter~i.e.,
the filter tuned tof m2 f m8 !. Figure 5 shows the change in th
output of this modulation filter as a function off m8 . Simula-
tions were performed forf m516 Hz ~left panel!, 64 Hz
~middle panel!, and 256 Hz~right panel!. Each panel shows
the results of simulations for constant Q values of 1~circles!,
2 ~squares!, and 4~triangles!. Modulation depths of the ‘‘car-
rier’’ and second-order modulation~i.e., m and m8, respec-
tively! were both fixed at 50%. Figure 5 clearly shows tha
modulation filter with a Q value of 1 would hardly signal th
presence of second-order modulation whatever the valu
f m8 ~output change,1 dB!; on the other hand, modulatio
1036 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 110, No. 2, Aug. 2001
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filters with Q>2 would easily signal the presence of secon
order modulation~output changeP@1–15 dB#!, but the pat-
tern of change at the output of such filters predicts that
tectability should increase with second-order modulation
frequency. The present results clearly argue against a m
based on finely tuned modulation bandpass filters@e.g., for
Q>2; Dau et al. ~1997a, b, 1999!#. This suggests that, i
such modulation filters do exist, their selectivity is poor.
the latter case, the Q value of modulation filters would ha
to be less than 2. This is more in line with the implemen
tion of the modulation filterbank model proposed by Ew
and Dau~2000!, in which the Q value of such filters is as
sumed to be equal to 1 for center modulation frequencies
to 64 Hz.

The present results also show that sensitivity to seco
order modulation degrades considerably when the ‘‘carri
modulation frequency increases from 64 to 256 Hz. Fir
order TMTFs indicate that the ‘‘carrier’’ modulation remain
highly audible whenf m5256 Hz, detection threshold bein
about 10%. This suggests that the audibility of the ‘‘carrie
modulation is not responsible for this overall loss in sen
tivity to second-order modulation. Dau~1996! has shown
that the deleterious effects of the intrinsic fluctuations of
noise carrier are greater at high modulation frequenc
Such statistical fluctuations might have affected the modu
tion sidebands generated by the second-order modula
these deleterious effects being certainly strongest for the
per modulation sideband (f m1 f m8 ). However, the way
modulation sidebands might have been disrupted rem
currently unexplained.

The experiment on modulation masking reveals t
second-order modulation detection thresholds mirror
masked modulation detection thresholds of the lower and
upper modulation sidebands. Therefore, in contrast to
‘‘classical’’ modulation masking patterns~e.g., Bacon and
Grantham, 1989; Houtgast, 1989; Lorenziet al., 1997!, the
ability to detect modulation sidebands improves when si
bands and carrier modulations get closer. As for spec
masking in the audio-frequency domain, this result sugge
~without demonstrating it! that the task is performed by lis
tening to low envelope beat cues produced by the interac
a functio
ns
FIG. 5. Change produced by second-order modulation in the output of the modulation filter tuned to the lower sideband modulation frequency asn
of f m8 . Simulations were performed forf m516 Hz ~left panel!, 64 Hz ~middle panel!, and 256 Hz~right panel!. Each panel shows the results of simulatio
for constant Q values of 1~circles!, 2 ~squares!, and 4~triangles!. In each case,m5m850.5.
Lorenzi et al.: Second-order TMTFs
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between carrier and sideband modulation components.
is consistent with the subjective experience of subjects w
listening to second-order modulation: A slow, cyclic vari
tion in amplitude atf m8 is heard. At first sight, it appear
difficult to account for this effect in terms of modulatio
filters, since there is no spectral energy at the envelope
frequency in the modulation spectrum of the stimuli~see Fig.
1!. However, applying a compressive nonlinearity before
velope extraction yields such a component in the modula
spectrum of stimuli with second-order SAM. This compre
sive nonlinearity may correspond to the fast acting comp
sion performed by active mechanisms within the coch
~e.g., Ruggeroet al., 1997; Moore and Oxenham, 1998! or to
the transduction from basilar membrane vibration to neu
activity ~e.g., Yates, 1990; Regan and Regan, 1993!. The idea
that nonlinearities within the auditory system introduce d
tortion in the internal representation of the temporal en
lope of sounds is also supported by previous electroph
ological and psychoacoustical studies using two-compon
modulators ~Shofner et al., 1996; Sheft and Yost, 1997
Moore et al., 1999!. For instance, the decrease in sensitiv
to second-order modulation above 2–4 Hz is consistent w
the results of Sheft and Yost~1997!, who showed that the
‘‘interference’’ effect~i.e., the deleterious effect! of a beating
two-component modulator on the detection of a probe mo
lator at the beat rate was greater for a 4-Hz beat rate than
a 10-Hz rate. The origin of this effect remains unclear, a
further work is now needed to assess whether or not a mo
lation filterbank model including such nonlinearities may a
count for it. If detection of second-order modulation is ac
ally based on the detection of spectral energy at the enve
beat frequency, second-order TMTFs may then be viewe
quantitative descriptions of the attenuation characteristic
low distortion components in the amplitude-modulation d
main.

While sensitivity to first-order modulation is related
some aspects oftempoperception~for f m,'30 Hz!, sensi-
tivity to second-order modulation appears to be related
some aspects ofrhythm perception, in that the sinusoida
increase and decrease in the modulation depth of SAM
duce complex temporal patterns in which series of cycles
modulated noise alternate with segments of unmodula
noise at a low ratef m8 . Indeed, listeners reported performin
the second-order modulation detection task by determin
the interval evoking a rhythm percept instead of a regu
tempo percept. Second-order TMTFs may therefore prov
an interesting framework to study how perception transfor
gradually from tempo to rhythm. In the same spirit, seco
order TMTFs may also be of relevance to speech percep
in that our ability to detect patterns of periodicity~such as
patterns of voicing! appears to be a major cue to conson
identity ~e.g., Faulkner and Rosen, 1999!.
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